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Preface
It is our great pleasure to present this special issue, originating from the Ninth International Conference on the
Mathematics of Program Construction, held in July 2008 at Luminy (near Marseille) in France. Authors of the very best
papers presented at the conference have been asked to submit substantially revised and extended versions for inclusion in
this issue. The papers have been subjected to the usual refereeing process, resulting in the three papers included here.
The Mathematics of Program Construction series of conferences aims to promote the development of mathematical
principles and techniques that are demonstrably practical and effective in the process of constructing computer programs.
Topics of interest range from algorithmics to support for program construction in programming languages and systems. The
three papers included in this volume cover only a fraction of this field, yet are quite illustrative of the variety of angles that
can be taken.
On Euclids Algorithm and Elementary Number Theory That is Roland Backhouse and João F. Ferreira proposal. This paper
is an exhaustive study of Euclid’s algorithm for computing the Great Common Divisor. Their work exemplifies the benefit
that can result from letting mathematics and program construction interact. First, in the detailed and careful analysis of the
algorithm in its most abstract specification. But also since that study results in providing enlightening links between two
enumerationmethods for rationals: Stern–Brocot and Calkin–Wilf trees. Among the sections added to this issue version, the
readerwill find a review of Stern and Brocot’s original papers, and learn the so-called Calkin–Wilf treewas already presented
in Stern’s study.
Model checking is a major tool as well, and is at stake in Jules Desharnais and Georg Struth’s article Internal Axioms for
Domain Semirings, where they develop deeper and with much more explanation into the conference paperModal semirings
revisited. This initial motivation concerns axiomatisations for domain semirings and Kleene algebraswith domain. In that re-
spect, the authors succeed in providing a simpler as well as conceptually more elegant set of axioms, compared to an ad-hoc
two-sorted approach. Incidentally, thisworkdemonstrates howmuch canbedelegated toAutomated TheoremProving,with
the help of prover9 and Mace4 and illustrates a new method for designing analysis and verification techniques along the
lines of a gamewhere specification refinement and refutation by the exhibition of counter-examples play against each other.
Ralph Matthes’s paper Map Fusion for Nested Datatypes in Intensional Type Theory proposes new combinators for
programming and reasoning on complex polymorphic datatypes, where the parameter is recursively instantiated by the
type itself. The motivating example is a type Lam A for representing lambda terms parameterized by the type A of free
variables with an explicit substitution mechanism which takes as its argument a lambda term of type Lam (Lam A) (free
variables are lambda-terms representing delayed substitution). This work advocates the use of a Mendler’s style inductive
definition, in which termination is ensured by typing. The study is conducted within the Coq proof assistant, where the
author explores the issue of definitional equality, which is much stronger but also trickier to deal with than propositional
equality. An adequate induction principle is also proposed for such generalized inductive definitions.
Our thanks go to the MPC program committee for helping us make the selection of papers for this special issue, to all the
referees of the papers for their commitment, to the authors for their timely cooperation, and to the managing editors of SCP
for their support in producing this special issue.
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